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Description
Activity Hub 365 extends the capability of MyActivityCalendar in Microsoft Dynamics 365. Making
use of the latest unified experience in the latest release of Microsoft Dynamics online.
Activity Hub is a collection of key record types and empowers the user with a single app to take
control of managing activities on a daily basis.

Introduction
The MyActivityCalendar solution enables the creation of multiple planner calendars, each of which
can be used to organise Dynamics 365 activities in a specific manner. Each user has their own
preferences section, where they can change the more personalised options such as their default
view, the colours used to display the activities and how that activity is launched in their browser.
With Activity Hub you gain a separate unified hub in your Microsoft Dynamics 365 to manage daily
activity.

Administration & Security Roles
MyActivityCalendar is a complete solution based on the new PowerApps platform, which can be
used in a range of scenarios within Microsoft Dynamics 365 or as an individual UI making use of
Activity Hub 365. The set up of MyActivityCalendar is currently the same under V9 as current
versions of on-premise / online and is based on the PowerApps architecture.

Activity Hub 365 works as a wrap around solution for both MyActivityCalendar and core record types
in Microsoft Dynamics 365 and includes access to a number of key options for daily use, for users
who need quick access to activities and daily tasks.
MyActivityCalendar brings the ability to build multiple shared calendars for different business areas
directly into Microsoft Dynamics 365, removing the need to try and manage or view activities in
Outlook calendars. Activity Hub 365 enhances this further with quick access for users that just need
an update of engaged activity, tasks and phone calls and include custom activity types along with
support for all Microsoft Dynamics 365 activity types.
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Ease of Access
Activity Hub 365 is a self-contained solution included as part of any subscription to
MyActivityCalendar from the MyCRM Download Centre. See more for product information
https://downloads.mycrmgroup.com/Products/2016/ePlanner.

All productivity enhancements from MyCRM come as cost-effective subscriptions for those users
that need access to the functionality, with a cost per user per month or per year subscription.
MyActivityCalendar features full configuration and supports Microsoft Dynamics’ security roles with
advanced calendar security options so that only those listed or participating in a calendar will see it
or make use of it.
You can contact the team here https://downloads.mycrmgroup.com/Contact
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